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THE "SANTERIA CONNECTION" - FACTS & CONCLUSIONS

On December 17 2015 Pope Francis' Birthday as well as Patron Day of Santeria's Babalu Ayé
(what a fateful coincidence!), Dictator Raul Castro & President Obama jointly announced the
beginning of a brave new relationship between The United States and Cuba.
Today it is obvious what this "mystic" alliance is about and who has the "upper hand" in this
matter. If we corroborate this with Senator Cruz's "extremely conservative" brief supporting
SCOTUS decision not to bar Santeria ritual sacrifice in Florida, there may be some hard
evidence of "unChristian" attitudes which the Pope did not seem to notice or rebuke Senator
Cruz for at any time …
After all, the Pope himself, unlike any of his predecessors , visited a Santeria shrine during his
trip to Cuba last September http://www.theguardian.com/.../cuba-santeria-pope-francis...
The "truthful and impartial" global media outlets are way too busy disparaging Donald J. Trump
and highlighting any negative comments about him, including the Pope's highly questionable
remarks about Mr. Trump's Christian Faith instead of using their brains to put the pieces of the
puzzle together and ask rightful questions on the "Santeria connection" that may well lie behind
the sudden "thaw" of U.S. - Cuba relations, and the fact that two individuals of Cuban heritage
(one of them still in the race) have entered the Presidential contest on the Republican side.
Here in Spain Santeria practice is on a dramatic rise facing the ineffectiveness of the Roman
Catholic Church to "cause effects" and transform the lives of its followers. For many years now,
like so many fellow-humans, I have personally been a target of Santeria magical practices, and I
can vouch for the fact that its dissemination is a sign of decadence, and by no means a positive
thing. The fact that it is being promoted in the media to the rank of "religion" and given equal
standing to the Christian faith is showing how far our World has gone astray, and why Mr.
Trump's courage, sincerity and force are badly needed not only politically in the U.S. but also
spiritually and worldwide.
GOD WHO IS ONE for Jews, Christians and Moslems (despite ANY differences in religious
practice and politics) has blessed Donald J. Trump, and his success (678 delegates in less than
50 days since the Iowa Caucus) bears testimony to the fact that IT IS GOD'S WILL that he
should become the 45th President of his Country and bring major benefic CHANGE to the World.
So mote it be!

